PROGRAMME
of the special event on international cooperation in detecting corruption offenses and assets with non-criminal tools on the sidelines the Conference of the States Parties to the United Nations Convention against Corruption

10 min  Alexander RUSETSKIY
Head of the Department for Supervision over Compliance with Anti-Corruption Legislation, the Prosecutor General’s Office of the Russian Federation
On problems concerning international cooperation in detecting corruption offenses and assets with non-criminal tools (keynote address)

5 min  UNODC representative
The practice of implementation of article 43, paragraph 1 of the United Nations Convention against corruption and resolutions 5/1, 5/3, 6/4 and 7/1 of the Conference of the States parties to the United Nations Convention against corruption

5 min  Evgenii KUZMIN
Head of the Department for Analytical and Methodical Work, the Presidential Anti-Corruption Directorate; Head of the Working Group on Combating Corruption of the Interdepartmental Commission on Participation of the Russian Federation in G20
Regulation of issues concerning international cooperation in detecting corruption offenses and assets with non-criminal tools in the documents of the G-20 Anti-Corruption Working Group

5 min  Aslan YUSUFOV
Member of the Bureau of the Group of States Against Corruption
Regulation of issues concerning international cooperation in detecting corruption offenses and assets with non-criminal tools in the Council of Europe documents
Alexey KONOVO
Chairperson of the Board of Governors of the International Anti-Corruption Academy
*On scientific approaches to solving problems of international cooperation in detecting corruption offenses and assets with non-criminal tools*

Representative (representatives) of China

Representative (representatives) of Brazil

Representative (representatives) of India

Representative (representatives) of South Africa

Discussions

**Total time: 1 hour**